Advantages:

SAFETY AND PRODUCTIVITY
- Powered by a large AC drive motor, no need to replace carbonbrush, excellent inclined ramp starting performance.
- EPS as standard, presents a tight and relaxing steering experience in every turn.
- Two model function can control the speed of lift and lowering.
- Low center of gravity, excellent stability during operation.
- Small turning radius, good turning performance.
- The speed of driving and lifting is controllable simultaneously.
- Shock absorber system reduces the operation noise in great deal.
- Wide view mast and clear visibility.
- With full free lifting, able to work in confined space.
- Imported proportional hydraulic valve, adjustable speed for lifting/lowering.
- Multi-Function display: battery status, hour meter, fault code, slowrunning state, etc.
- 1500mm reaching distance with double scissors.
- The mast fixed with the frame, when forkas move forward, the mast becomes the balance weight.
- Advanced 36V electric control system, smaller electriccircuit, ensuring the reliability of the battery system.
- High speed of lifting and lowering, 360% faster than normal type truck.

STRUCTURAL
- Slide way battery, easy to replace and service.
- CANbus technology reduces wiring complexity, making the timeliner and orderly, increases the truck’s reliability and easy to repair.
- The Mast can be separate